FOLLOW THE MONEY
We EMPOWER Communities...
Follow The Money

Corruption

Transparency Deficit

Accountability Deficit

Poor Citizen Engagement

Public Records Inaccessibility
Process

1. Project M&E
2. Promoting access to information
3. Participatory budget processes
4. Building Capacity
5. Promoting Transparency
6. Citizen Engagement
DATA MINING FOR LOCAL AID
GROUND TRUTHING
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
OFFLINE ADVOCACY
ONLINE ADVOCACY
GOVERNMENT CITIZEN FEEDBACK
Tools

- TECHNOLOGY
- SOCIAL & TRADITIONAL MEDIA
- ACCESS TO INFORMATION LAW
- M&E TOOLS
- COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Community Outreach

- Collect Baseline Data
- Interviews
- Feel the community
- Get community contacts
- Buy-in of community leadership
Town Hall Meetings

- Link community with government & contractors
- Facilitate service delivery
- Platforms for project implementation deficiencies to be addressed
- Platforms for commitments from government representative
- Town Hall meeting report format
We have:

- Promoted and ensured **OPEN GOVERNMENT**
- Exposed and mitigated **CORRUPTION**
- Fought **EXTREME POVERTY** in rural communities
- Improved **SERVICE DELIVERY** in the execution of community projects
- Ensured **COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION** in project implementation
Projects successfully tracked include:
Essence

- Social Mobilization
- Decentralization
- T&A Conversations
- Broaden Impact
- Subnational Targets
Follow The Money Challenges

1. Security challenge especially in North Eastern Nigeria
2. Poor data access - budgets not in public domain, limited access to post bids evaluation data
3. Limited access to disaggregated data
4. The North/South open government operationalization variance
5. FOI domestication at the sub-national level, poor enforcement regime
Follow The Money RADIO

FOLLOW THE MONEY RADIO
iFollowTheMoney
A Network of Grassroots Citizen Who are Dedicated to Track Government and International Aid Spending

Share what’s on your mind...

Featured

Simplified Ways to Follow The Money
Hello Changemakers, I trust we are all having a great Monday and the week is off to a great start? There have been questions recently about how we can all individually Follow The Money in our respective...
+7,200 MEBERS
#EducateNisama - Tracking NGN 38 Million for the Construction and Rehabilitation of Nisama Primary School
With Kind Support From:

- The Indigo Trust
- OSIWA
- MacArthur Foundation
- Oxfam
- Luminate

Building stronger societies
THANK YOU!